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E lements

Elements (sonnet crown)

the boy in the light grey baseball shirt draws 
a swastika over my name and then 
runs away up the green hill with raw 
little gasps of laughter. i turned ten 
two weeks before. i was young and still learning 
what to say when being scrawled over. 
i just stood there, my hot pulse burning
a hole in each of my cheeks. i told her
the boy mauled the words that i didn’t mean it.
look. if i had known she wasn’t actually 
you know—he stumbled and the words bit
his mouth like holy fire, his tears the dead sea. 
i held my tired body in my hands, watching him
as he bawled, his voice wavering and thin. 

a baby bawls, his voice wavering and thin
resting on the hot air like styrofoam 
on water. sound reminds us of rain on a tin
roof but there’s no rain here. no thunder’s moan.
we slant against each other, bodies stuck
together with sweat; we eat each other’s
breath in the fluorescent light. our sour luck,
bad bets got us here, our cheap powerlines, under
funded safety nets got us here. and lord, bless
our hearts. we drink the school gym’s AC, try
to fold it under our veins. we save it, press
it like a flower in a bible til the stem dries
bone-brittle. beads of sweat lined up 
like rosary beads, we pray for the heat to rupture. 

we pray for the heat to rupture, rose petals 
chewed in our mouths like gum, swallowed
or spit back out to the dirt. the metal
taste in my mouth that comes with a hollow
stomach, a dizzy spell. we’re in the grass
on top of the green hill playing poker,
half lying down, we use scraps of glass
as our playing chips. i don’t want to see her,



you say, putting down a two of diamonds. 
yeah, i say, raising you two bits of broken bottles.
we broke them ourselves. well i did. time and
again you cover for me. i know it’s awful
i say, raking the glass towards me in my 
hands, but you’ll see. it’ll heal in time.

wind-chilled, vermouth-lined lips, we stumble, half
falling, down to our old elementary 
school. an old friend tells a story, a laugh
burrowed on the edge of his throat. tell me
again i say, and the laugh tumbles out. 
when my friend was seven, his grandpa died
and the day after the funeral he crouched
on top of the green hill, watching ants fry
as he refracted light, burned them with the
dead man’s magnifying glass. i remember
the red ants turning black, the strange boy, a
distant rumble of thunder. tender-
voiced, i bump against him. wait, i knew you
i say i was there. nothing’s really new. 

when i was thirteen everything was new,
the world was scraped knee after red scraped knee.
to try and protect myself, i wore blue
and white, anointed myself in mint tea, 
tears, rainwater. one day that year, the sky
decided to break open. i watched it
and howled, looking for a sign
to stay alive, watching for lighting
the way the devout search for the divine
in a face on burnt toast. i was writing
a lot in those days, i wrote about that day,
the rain, the way it fell down on me 
forgiving me, melting me holy.     


